Winfred E. Eye
The Dirt Tier CD/LP (LI012)
street date: 9/30/03
TRACK LISTING:
1. Run Along (4:03)
2. Let's Call It Hijinx (2:47)
3. The Dirt Tier (2:57)
4. Grey Ghosts (4:17)
5. Lares Dust (3:05)
6. Champ The Phantom (3:34)
7. Grandpa's Work (4:16)
8. Addicted To Pain (3:02)
9. Haunted House (4:09)

Out of the bed and into the kitchen, Winfred. E. Eye throw bits and pieces into a pan and call it the blues.
The band is comprised of Aaron Calvert (vocals/guitar), Craig Adams (guitar), Josh Kilbourne
(percussion), and Mikel Garmendia (bass/guitar) with additional contributions by Dax Pierson, Andy
Ward, Steve Ruecker, and Aaron Tassano. Calvert and Garmendia cut their teeth in L.A.'s cult favorites
Evergreen and San Francisco's Cars Get Crushed respectively, before coming together to form the band
in 1999, naming the new project after Calvert's grandfather.
September 2003 marks the release of "The Dirt Tier", the follow up to last year's highly praised Luckyhorse
Industries release "A Bottle, A Dog, Some Milk, A Bottle". It's the third full length from these Oakland, CA
bearded badboys, and is a truly spooky beauty. Recorded at various locations by the band with the help of
Jeremy Goody, the band's experimental approach to recording and production adds an authentic intimacy
and spaciousness to the band's unique sound. This album is true modern American melancholy, with a
healthy dose of twisted humor thrown in for good measure. Calvert's boozy, dirty vocals, and the band's
keen ability to know when to keep things sparse and open (as well as when to turn it up a notch) create a
perfect environment for the album's stories and characters to come to life, and draw the listener into the
dark and dusty conceptual world that is "The Dirt Tier". We fucking LOVE this record. If you don't "get it",
well, perhaps there is something seriously wrong with you. You might want to do yourself a favor and have
that looked into...
Having performed with kindred spirits such as Smog, Will Oldham, Black Heart Procession, Quasi, The
Album Leaf, Mia Doi Todd, The Long Winters, Jesse Sykes and the Sweet Hereafter, The Handsome Family,
and many more, the band plans to tour and play residencies throughout the remainder of this year and next.
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*Luckyhorse Industries is a small NW label run by James Bertram (764-hero, Red Stars Theory, Lync, Beck, Built to Spill) and Amanda Graham.
They have released records by The Blood Brothers, Love As Laughter, Winfred E. Eye, Plan B, Minus the Bear, The Sorts, FCS North, and Vells.

